


 

This past Monday November 18th the Senate’s homeland security committee 
considerered the risks and threats of bitcoin and virtual currencies. On Tuesday it was 
the Senate banking committee considering the financial impact. These hearings in 
context seemed to a positive impact on the bitcoin economy and price as a whole. 
 
In the span of these two days we’ve seen jumps around from $500 and up to $900 USD 
per bitcoin multiple times. This is the incredible rally and volatility we are used to in 
bitcoin as we saw in April this year the price, which was just $13 three months prior, 
skyrocket to $266. 
 
What was true in April and is true now is that prices in Chinese currency, converted to 
their USD values are actually much higher. Sometimes they were 50% higher during 
Monday’s volatility. What is quite exciting was the doubling overnight of Bitcoin’s little 
sister; litecoin. Litecoin is an alternative yet very similar to bitcoin that we recommended 
our Smart Money Members should buy as a speculation back in December 2012. If 
someone would have held from then for 11 months you would be up 11,330%. This is 
just astronomical. 
 
We discuss some of these speculative ideas and 
litecoin in our new interview with Trace Mayer, 
this video is exclusive to Smart Money Members, 
click here to signup, it’s free for 3 days. 
 
Remember, if you have any questions at all 
you can email bitcoin@futuremoneytrends.com  

Take special note of Tony Gillespie’s talk at 1 hour 10 minutes on Tuesday
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So where did we start and go through to 
get to bitcoin today with $8 Billion worth 
in circulation? Well that’s what we’ll take 
you through in Part 1 of this report. 

Bitcoin, the p2p software design for a 
currency is 4 years old. The origin 
document describing it’s design was 
released to the internet under someone 
of the moniker ‘Satoshia Nakamoto.’ 
This ‘white paper’ was released in 2008. 
 
Fast forward to just three and a half 
years ago. A man bought two Pizzas 
and the rest is history.  
 
Someone on the BitcoinTalk forum 
solicited the purchase of these pizzas 
for bitcoin.  

 
The price was reached at 10,000 
bitcoins. Today that many bitcoins is 
worth over $1.6 Million. Think of that 
when you ever feel like you overpaid for 
food. 

 

Back then the bitcoin economy was 
small. I don’t think you could even buy 
the infamous ‘alpaca socks’ for bitcoin. 
Now we have Pizzaforcoins.com to 
satisfy our cravings.  
 
Getting back to the software’s creator; 
there is not much known. The major 
public consensus is that his name is a 
fake pseudonym and that the creator of 
bitcoin could be someone of any 
nationality or actually a group of 
people. 
 
The main person who was in 
close contact on a business level 
with Satoshi is Gavin Andresen, 
now the lead developer for 
bitcoin.  Strange eno  ugh, 
Gavin reveals in a trailer for ‘The 
Rise and Rise of Bitcoin’ that 
Satoshi stopped talking to him 
when Gavin told him that he 
agreed to talk to the CIA about bitcoin. 
 
Software developers and programmers 
were interested when they saw this 
program for digital currency; some 
watched and some helped in its 
development. As it became usable for 
some, intermediate level computer 
users began adopting it. Some 
businesses and people would begin to 
sell items for bitcoin in late 2010 and 
into 2011. 
 
In 2013, hundreds of thousands of 
people already trust and believe in 
bitcoin. This is evident by simply one 
fact that a bitcoin was worth fractions of 
a cent in 2010 and is now over $160. If 
you think you’re in over your head in 
terms of your technological 
understanding, think of how a car 
exactly runs. Think of how your 
computer works. You trust your 
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computer to store and transfer personal 
information all the time, but so many 
people that do don’t even know how 
these work. Trust is technology is mainly 
a response to others around you trusting 
things. If everyone around you believes 
a certain way, most people follow the 
groupthink.  
 
It took just a decade for the internet to 
transform our world and spread from 
thousands to probably over a billion 
people in the mid 2000’s. Digital 
currency may do the same in five years. 
 

In a certain sense, ACH bank transfers, 
ATMs and swiping your debit card are 
like using forms of digital currency. They 
are however, just a representation of US 
Dollars. Credit cards have been around 
since the late 1950’s.  

 
It really wasn’t until the internet age of 
the 1990s however, that we saw 
consumers using currency with a whole 
new level of abstractness in terms of 
money being represented by an 
electronic signal or digits in a computer 
system. One hopeful was DigiCash 
founded by David Chaum. This currency 
was seeking to make digital purchases 
anonymous. Unfortunately there is not 
much information available except that 
DigiCash went bankrupt in 1998 and its 
assets were sold to eCash 
Technologies, then acquired by 

InfoSpace in 2002 and which is currently 
known as Blucora. Sounds complicated. 
Nothing much came or stood the test of 
time with the late 1990s and early 2000s 
attempts at digital currency. Come 2009, 
bitcoin pops up. Let’s dig deeper into 
why bitcoin was so successful 
compared to the failed early digital 
currencies of the past. 
 

So what is bitcoin, what 
makes it special? 

 

Though you could learn about the 
basics of bitcoin from bitcoin.org, we of 
course would like to give you our own 
take.  
 
As you should know, bitcoin is a 
software protocol, like HTTP is (how you 
access websites). The major 
breakthrough with bitcoin, besides not 
relying on a central banking authority, is 
that it was the first digital currency 
known to solve the ‘double spend’ 
problem. This meant that people could 
not fraudulently create or spend coins 
that didn’t exist or were already spent 
(most people would call that hacking). 
 
Bitcoin has many unique and required 
features it needed to be a successful 
digital currency. There are five points 
which we will go into detail here on why 
Bitcoin is so trusted and popular:
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1. It is its own currency not based off any real world money, 
2. No names are attached in the bitcoin system, giving the potential for 

anonymitiy in owning or transferring,  
3. There is no central authority (very hard to shutdown or change the system) 
4. You cannot hack the system to get free coins  
5. It is inflation proof, the coins are created at an unchangeable rate 

 

First off, bitcoin is its own currency with 
a fluctuating value not pegged to any 
other currency such as the U.S. Dollar 
or Chinese Yen. This makes the price 
volatile in the free market.  
 
Second, Bitcoin is mostly anonymous 
like cash. Even if someone were not 
trying to hide their identity it would be 
quite complicated to trace cash and so 
would it to trace who bought what from 
who in Bitcoin. 
 
Third, and one of the most important, is 
that Bitcoin has no central authority; it is 
a p2p (person to person) system where 
the network and system as a whole are 
controlled by everyone using it.  
 
Fourth, it solved the biggest problem a 
digital currency could have; you cannot 
copy, make out of thin air, double 
spend, or otherwise ‘hack’ the system to 
get you more money than is there or 
that someone else didn’t give to you 
legitimately. This is a challenging 
feature to implement in the computer 
realm where with a few keystrokes  you 
can make an infinite number of copies of 
that PDF file, MP3, or almost anything 
else. To make a digital product 
protected from duplication is a great 
achievement. With Bitcoin, the supply is 
fraud resistant. 
  
The fifth and also major advantage to 
Bitcoin is that the supply is limited and it 
increases at a specified rate. 

All of these points work in tandem and 
were required for this currency to be and 
to continue to be successful. The 
creator of the system can’t just 
reprogram it; nor can any other central 
authority, government, person, hacker, 
supercomputer, space alien, you name 
it. The coins cannot be stolen through 
the system. Coins can be stolen of 
course; like cash can be stolen but 
amazingly, Bitcoin is much harder to 
lose or steal (generally) than physical or 
other digital cash is. Someone needs 
your password which could be hidden in 
your brain for instance. Cash could be 
beaten out of you in person, but not 
thoughts in your brain. 

 
Password encrypting your wallet is like 
putting your cash in an incredibly strong 
safe. With a good password it is 
impossible in the realm of all probability 
to crack the code by repeated attempts, 
what they call ‘brute forcing’ it. If 
someone can find your wallet file and it 
is not encrypted however, they can just 
spend your coins just as someone could 
spend your cash if they had stolen your 
physical wallet from your pocket. 
Encrypting is incredibly easy and most 
common by the way. You can also store 
your wallet in an unlimited number of 
locations. Your ‘wallet’ is basically what 
we call the private key which is 64 units 
long (0-9 and A-F only). With this you 
can always utilize your bitcoins. Bitcoin 
transactions are listed in a public ledger. 
This is how the protocol works to secure 
the supply of bitcoins is unhackable. 
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Bitcoins are “made” by a process known 
as mining. Only 21 million bitcoins will 
be mined, the increasing supply quickly 
tapers off and bitcoins will trickle in 
creation up until 2140. At that point, 
bitcoin miners will only make revenue off 
of the small transaction fees. 
 
A computer program is run on either a 
standard computer or a specialized 
piece of hardware. They process a 
SHA256 algorithm. SHA-2 cryptogrpahic 
hash functions were designed by the 
U.S. National Security Agency and 
published in 2001. According to 
Wikipedia: 

 
A hash function is an algorithm that 
transforms (hashes) an arbitrary set of 
data elements, such as a text file, into 
a single fixed length value (the hash). 
The computed hash value may then 
be used to verify the integrity of copies 
of the original data without providing 
any means to derive said original data. 

 
The software regulates how easy it is to 
solve the hash function and thus how 
fast coins are ‘made’ and sent to the 
miners as a reward. It currently takes a 
good bit of knowhow to mine bitcoin. 
Though it was months ago we were 
introduced to portable USB bitcoin 
miners, they are far from ‘plug and play’ 
 

 

“Great” you think,” only geeks can get 
new bItcoins, why should I even be 
considering owning them?” It is true that 
miners have to have specific skills to 
mine bitcoins. The mining they do is 
what secures the system because all 
transactions made are encoded into the 
blocks that they ‘mine’ and thus this is a 
necessary and clever solution for 
distributing the supply of coins and 
securing the network at the same time. 
If mining wasn’t distributed, the central 
authority could then change the 
software at a whim. Every 2016 blocks 
that are mined the the system accounts 
for the amount of hashing power that 
exists and adjusts what is called the 
difficulty so that blocks are generated at 
the ideal interval of 10 minutes. This 
process keeps the inflation rate or the 
supply of bitcoins increasing at quite a 
steady and predictable rate. 
 

 
Originally people mined bitcoins using 
their CPU, which is the main processor 
in your computer; but later code was 
developed for people to ‘mine’ using 
GPU’s which are graphics processors. 
Mainly only computer specialists have 
them, like computer gamers, video 
editors or for 3D animation type things.  
 
GPU cards can mine significantly faster 
than the average CPU, by about 10 
times. 

 
 

CPU’s GPU’s 
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Bitcoins were worth around 10 cents 
each when mass GPU mining was 
adopted. Currently most  bitcoin mining 
is being done with custom designed 
hardware from a number of companies. 
These are about 50 times as efficient 
than GPU’s are at bitcoin mining.  
 

 
In 2010 & 2011 WikiLeaks 
donations through Visa, 
PayPal & Mastercard were 
shutoff for political reasons. 
Bitcoin came to the rescue in 
providing the organization with 
a revenue stream from like-
minded individuals all over 
the world. 
 
Bitcoin is serving another 
noble purpose in Argentina 
where currency controls are in place to 
prevent people of that country to move 
their money into U.S. Dollars. Though 
the dollar has it’s own problems, the 
Argentine peso is seeing some of the 
highest rates of inflation in the Western 
Hemisphere according to The Wall 
Street Journal. Bitcoin helps people 
safely transfer their wealth out of 
country or to store in something not their 
native and manipulated currency. 
Though bitcoin is established in Europe 
and North America, it is also growing 
rapidly in China and Africa. 
 
In 2012 major strides were achieved in 
bitcoin acceptance. Near the end of 
2012 the largest web publishing 
services, Wordpress announced they 
would accept Bitcoin as a payment 
method.  
 
According to Wikipedia, Bitcoins are the 
“most widely used” alternative currency. 

Bitcoin adoption is ever increasing. But 
is Bitcoin the digital currency to end all 
digital currencies?  
 
Bitcoin has made people rich. It has 
made many millionaires. Yes that’s right; 
some people saw a 300,000% return in 
just two and a half years! Some early 
believers could be millionaires now from 
just a few hundred dollars invested at 
the very beginning. In fact it only took 
one year for bitcoin to skyrocket to 
nearly $30 USD per coin in June 2011. 
When it crashed, many thought this 

was the end of this new digital currency; 
that bitcoin would be short lived and that 
this was the great crash. YouTube was 
overflowing with videos and consistent 
naysayers who probably said “I told you 
bitcoin was a scam.” But a year and a 
half after this ‘crash’, less people are 

calling Bitcoin a scam. Bitcoin 
recovered and it did so magnificently. 
 
The next big bitcoin bubble happened 
earlier this year when we saw from 
January to April bitcoin go from $13 to a 
high of $260. That’s 20x your money in 
just a few months! A cause or 
coincidence may have been bitcoin’s 
appearance at the CES, International 
Consumer Electronics Show January 8-
11. Bitcoin crashed down to $50-60 after 
reaching $250. Bitcoin was then 
relatively stagnant until November 
where we saw a skyrocket all the way to 
$900 in USD traded bitcoin markets.  

Now that you’re informed 
about bitcoin we’ll tell you how 
to get started in Part 2 
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As with all new age technology over 
time it becomes easier and easier to 
use.  

A simple online bitcoin wallet can be 
created in under one minute at 
blockchain.info. If you haven’t watched 
our short video showing this quick 
process you can click the image below: 
 

 
 
The original downloadable version can 
be had at bitcoin.org. The current 
version is 0.8.5. There are windows, 
Ubuntu, Linux, and Mac OS X versions. 
Once you install the program you will 
have to wait for the blockchain to 
download. This is the disadvantage of 
storing the blockchain which is a record 
of all the transactions that have taken 
place. Sometimes this can take hours to 
do the initial download. Newer versions 
of the software have shortened the 
required information necessary since 
transactions 4 years old may be 
irrelevant to the code now. 
 
Many other wallets are available 
including custom ones, and cellphones 
apps’; many listed on bitcoin.org as well. 

 

 
To receive bitcoin you either need to 
mine them or have someone with some 
bitcoins send them to you. 
 

 
As detailed in our Extra Income Idea #3 
released to Smart Money Members 
(click here to signup or learn more), you 
can join the bitcoin mining community 
without buying the hardware yourself.  
Recent services like CloudHashing.com 
allow you to invest in bitcoin mining 
through their website! Soon we will 
release our full interview with Emmanuel 
Abiodun, the founder of Cloud Hashing. 
You can pay for their mining contract 
with bitcoin or Google Checkout (credit 
cards, etc.). 
 
If you’d like to learn how to mine bitcoins 
yourself (good luck), go to 
BitcoinMining.com  
 

So the 2nd and much easier option is to 
just purchase bitcoins. There are a 
number of online exchanges that sell 
bitcoins but the best way to buy is from 
a local seller. You can find these on 
LocalBitcoins.com. They provide an 
escrow service which is like a safety net 
for both the buyer and the seller in case 
of attempted scammers and thieves. 
Like amazon and eBay there is rankings 
that help you determine who is most 
trustworthy. If you’re near Los Angeles 
you may actually look to trade to Dave 
Scotese, the trader featured in our 
documentary Bankers’ Worst Fear.
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So make an account and try it out. 
Remember if you have any questions at 
all, email Future Money Trends’ bitcoin 
expert at 
bitcoin@futuremoneytrends.com  
 
The major exchanges for bitcoin are: 
 
http://MtGox.com 
 
http://BitStamp.net 
 
http://CampBX.com  
 
http://btc-e.com 
 
Unfortunately due to U.S. government 
and other governments’ regulations, it is 
not very easy to get U.S. dollars onto 
these exchanges to purchase bitcoin. 
Also due to regulations some of these 
exchanges are changing in bad ways. 
 
CampBX will no longer receive Dwolla 
payments by the end of this month. 
Dwolla is like paypal but with less fees. 
BitStamp now requires identity 
verification to transfer money. They 

even locked some people’s funds in 
their accounts and required an identity 
verification to withdraw funds. An 
identity, any identity actually was all that 
was required. That is just silly. It’s only 
purpose like this is for government to 
track our actions. This is why I strongly 
urge everyone to just trade locally. 
 
Bitcoin volume per online exchange 
ranges from $4 to $40 Million in USD a 
day at the time of this publication. 
 

 
There is a third way to get bitcoins. You 
can provide goods or services to others 
in exchange; mainly online or digital 
services. Examples are graphic design, 
advertising, programming, and web 
design. Service category of the 
BitcoinTalk forum is basically a craigslist 
jobs area for bitcoin. Unfortunately the 
forum as of recent is not accepting new 
user registrations. Fortunately there’s 
more sites like BitTask.com and 
BitGigs.com. I have not used either of 
these sites.  
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If you’re using the downloaded bitcoin-qt 
client the FIRST thing you need to do is 
go to Settings->Encrypt Wallet. 
Choose a long password that you can 
memorize in your head. If you must, 
write it down and store somewhere only 
you know the location and purpose of. 
 
If you are using the Blockchain wallet, 
be sure to EXPORT a copy of it, save 
the password reset phrase they give you 
when you signed up, and store that 
backup and phrase at a different 
location than your computer. I would use 
multiple flash drives (since flash drives 
can theoretically stop working over 
years of use). The wallet file is a small 
file called wallet.dat. Google where this 
would be stored on your PC. 
 
For the downloaded bitcoin client on 
your computer you should open it 
periodically to download portions of the 
blockchain. If you DON’T do this it will 
take much longer to open and 
transaction when you need to. As bitcoin 
client software improves perhaps this 
will change. 
 
If you use exchange sites or in fact are 
trading bitcoin, I recommend spreading 
your entire bitcoin worth over multiple 
sites, as many as you can, because like 
other websites they can close or be 
hacked. This means holding your 
bitcoins on a ‘wallet’ on an exchange 
site is less secure than having it on your 
own PC or in a blockchain wallet, 
though blockchain would be less secure 
than your personal wallet. This is 
because you DO NOT hold the private 
key to the wallet on the exchange site. 
 

Basic Tips: 
 
Always 
 
 -Encrypt your wallet 
 -Backup your wallet 
 -Use a long, complex password 
 -Double check any sending or  
  receiving bitcoin addresses 

-Store your bitcoins diversified 
in multiple wallets in separate 
locations and websites 

  
NEVER 
 

-Make a transaction you’re not                                                    
absoluely sure about; they’re  
irreversible 

-Use a new bitcoin site you 
haven’t researched or been 
recommended to by a trusted 
party 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
See next page for Part 3, how 
to use your coins 
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The trade section of the Bitcoin Wiki 
currently lists an incredible amount of 
businesses that already take bitcoin. 
Though most organic growth for bitcoin 
is online services; there are some brick 
and mortar places available. 

Besides San Francisco, there aren’t 
many places with eateries that accept 
bitcoin, at least that I could find in an 
hour of research. CoinMap.org has a 
good interactive map of them. There 
seems to be two hotels that take bitcoin 
in southeast L.A. area. There are two 
eateries in New York City. 
 
Now across the ocean there is a good 
spread of bitcoin accepting businesses 
across western Europe. 
 
A newlywed couple in Utah is actually 
living off of bitcoin for 90 days and 
filming a documentary about it. Watch 
their experience paying, although 
sloppily, for a restaurant bill with bitcoins 
 

CLICK HERE 

 

Now there are more sites online to get 
‘food’ like snacks and pizza; we’ve 
already mentioned PizzaforCoins.com, 
and there’s coffee…etc. Again, check 
the trade section of the Bitcoin Wiki. 
 

 
BitPay Directory of merchants: 
https://bitpay.com/directory 
 
The biggest store we know so far is 
Bitcoinstore.com with over 500,000 
products available. You saw how easy it 
was to order from there and how fast the 
shipping was, Rewatch below: 
 
Watch our video here to see how easy 
it is to buy on BitcoinStore.com: 

 
 
Unfortunately the major eBay style 
auction site is shutting down or being 
sold, it was found at http://BitMit.net 
 

In February this year, the large news 
aggregate and commentary site, 
Reddit.com began accepting Bitcoin. 
 
Many sites (like libertarian activist sites) 
take bitcoin donations. For a list of 
donation accepting sites click here. 
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There are easy daytrading opportunities 
in bitcoin since it is volatile. Pick an 
exchange with high volume like 
Bitstamp or Mt. Gox. You can also 
arbitrage between exchanges, 
especially with other alternative 
currencies. There are many alternative 
currencies that have mostly copied 
bitcoin (literally copied the source code). 
Litecoin is the biggest alternative with 
$200 Million market capitalization. 
 
Two sites I have arbitraged with are 
http://btc-e.com and http://vircurex.com. 
It’s a little hard to get USD on them but 
you could try to start out with bitcoin, or 
just arbitrage bitcoin/litecoin. Currently 
you don’t need to give your identity for 
these sites. 
 
We have a new interview with Trace 
Mayer detailing the ways you can 
speculate with digital currencies. 

 

This video is exclusive to Smart Money 
Members 

Several sites exist that sell ‘shares’ in 
bitcoin companies.  
Note: I have not used any of these sites. 
 
http://icbit.se 

 
http://bitcoinstockexchange.org  
 
http://Mpex.co 
 
http://btct.co  
---------------------------------------------------- 
Thanks for signing up and reading our 
report. 
 
Please ask your friends to signup at 
BankersWorstFear.com so they can 
also start opt-out of the corrupt 
monetary system, or, at least diversify 
their assets. 
 
They can also watch our documentary 
Bankers’ Worst Fear: 
 

 
 
You can follow us on Facebook & 
Twitter (and youtube) also: 
 

 
 
Remember, you can Email 
us with any questions: 
bitcoin@futuremoneytrends.com   
 
 

For full length guest 
interviews click here. 
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